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### Problem: assembling similar sequences

- **Almost-repeated region**
- **Sequencing noisy fragments, called reads, are produced**
- **Assembly: reads are aligned and the sequence reconstructed**

**PROBLEM!**

Similar regions get collapsed in a single sequence

### State of the art

**Input:** All reads, the draft assembly and the number of groups we seek

**Output:** Reads split into groups

**Existing software:** WhatsHap (polyphase), Phasebook, Falcon-Unzip, HapCut, HapDup...

**But:** All software need to know the number of groups beforehand! We don’t always know that → metagenomes, genomic repeats, insertions...

→ **Hairsplitter** splits reads in an agnostic number of groups

### Algorithm

1. **Select ‘divergent’ positions**
   - Most frequent base
   - Diverging base

2. Detect SNPs patterns that occur more often than expected from random sequencing errors

3. **3 groups of reads emerge from the patterns**

### Results

- **Hairsplitter** splits a contig into an agnostic number of groups
- **Hairsplitter** can safely be applied to all contigs of the graph to split the contigs that need to be split
- **Hairsplitter** could be used to improve the contiguity of assemblies by overcoming almost-repeated regions

### Conclusion & Perspectives

- **Hairsplitter** splits a contig into an agnostic number of groups
- **Hairsplitter** can safely be applied to all contigs of the graph to split the contigs that need to be split
- **Hairsplitter** could be used to improve the contiguity of assemblies by overcoming almost-repeated regions
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